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Case Study
Series
Partnering in wine: Stories from a vineyard
A case study of Riebeek Valley Wine Partners
Prepared by the Western Cape Economic Development Partnership (EDP)

The EDP is working
with stakeholders in
the agricultural sector
to scale up progressive
practice on farms. This
series of case studies
looks at models of
transformation dealing
with land and labour in
the rural economy in
order to extract useful
lessons.

Riebeek Valley:
The home of grapes,
olives and Riebeek Cellars

Introduction
It is ten years since the Riebeek Valley Wine
Partners (RVWP) came into being. The
empowerment project, the heart of which is
56 hectares of vineyards on a farm outside
Malmesbury, puts workers and farm owners
together as equal business partners. The
project has distributed shares to 151 workers
in the Riebeek Valley, most of whom had a

decade or more of service behind them on farms
that are shareholders of the wine company,
Riebeek Cellars Limited. Even though the
operation hasn’t paid out any dividends to its
shareholders yet, the project partners have
learned some valuable lessons along the
way. And now they are about to get their first
major listing as a Chenin Blanc reaches high
altitude with the Partnership Vineyards wines
appearing on SAA’s inflight wine list this April.
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Key points to note:
•

•

•
•

•

Riebeek Valley Wine Partners
(RVWP) is a company, and one of
the oldest empowerment projects
in the wine industry, made up of
farm workers, commercial wine
grape farmers, and wine company
Riebeek Cellars Limited.
Until now, the business has covered
its running expenses by selling the
annual grape harvest to Riebeek
Cellars.
The RVWP is a break-even operation,
and doesn’t make enough profit to
pay dividends to the shareholders.
The operation now needs to expand
in order to make more profit, either
through buying more land and
expanding the vineyard footprint,
or by bottling wine and extending
the business through the full value
chain.
The project can’t survive without
additional government support.

vineyard yields weren’t able to keep apace with
the growing demand for the region’s wines.
The decision, explains director and vice-chair
of Riebeek Cellars, Andries ‘Boet’ le Roux,
was to work through the state’s land reform
programme to set up an empowerment project
on a farm in the area, benefitting farm labourers.
In 2004, the Riebeek Valley Wine Partners
(RVWP) came into being.
Le Roux, whose farm Vlakkenheuwel near the
town of Hermon has been supplying the cellar
with grapes since Riebeek Cellars was first
started in 1941, explains how the business
came to be:

“

The project involved pooling a

R4 million grant from the government
LRAD

(Land

Redistribution

for

Agricultural Development) fund, with
another R4 million contributed by the
farmers, to buy an 80 hectare farm
outside Malmesbury. The capital went

The genesis: and structuring the
partnership
In 2001, Riebeek Cellars had to tackle two
challenges that were typical of the wine
industry, almost a decade after the dismantling
of apartheid.

to buying the land, putting in vineyards
and irrigation, and buying a tractor

”

and bakkie.

Firstly, the wine company needed to improve
its empowerment scorecard in a wine region
- the Swartland - where “not much was
happening at the time”, according to Riebeek
Cellars director Anzill Adams.
And secondly, the cellar needed to be able
to buy in more grapes during a period where
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Boet Le Roux

He managed the project for the first five years,
and a team of workers from Vlakkenheuwel put
in 56 hectares of vineyards of Sauvignon Blanc,
Shiraz, Grenache, Chenin Blanc and Viognier
on the Highlands farm, about 7km south of the
Swartland town of Malmesbury.

“

Each farmer had their own criteria

for deciding which farm workers could
be part of the scheme. I decided to
open it up to those who had worked for
ten years or more.
I had 11 staff who qualified, all of whom
were offered six shares.
Each worker had to pay about R26 150
for their shares. They were given a grant
of R25 000 from LRAD, and I put up the
rest of the money (for my staff), which

”

the workers then worked to pay off.

Boet Le Roux

In order to qualify for an LRAD grant, the
partnership needed to push the total project
sum to R8 million, half of which would come
from the state, and half from the farm owners.
Since each worker share grant amounted to just
over R26 000, this meant that the project had
to involve just over 150 workers. Beyond that,
LRAD left it to the farmers to determine which
workers could be part of the scheme.
Now the RVWP is made up of 151 farm workers
from across the 20 participating farms. The
RVWP is run by a five-member board and
currently chaired by Anzill Adams. The Riebeek
Valley Empowerment Partners (RVEP) was set
up to represent the workers, who own 40% of
the company shares. The participating farmers,
represented by the Riebeek Valley Producers
Partners (RVPP), met their workers’ contribution

by buying an equal 40% of the shares with their
own money. Meanwhile Riebeek Cellars holds
the remaining 20% of shares.
In exchange for its shares, Riebeek Cellars’
contribution to the partnership is to provide
cellar space for making the wine, and a team
of winemakers to do so, explains Riebeek
Cellars’ manager and cellarmaster, Zakkie
Bester. According to Adams, Riebeek Cellars
also gives the new partnership support in terms
of administrative and business skills, and allows
access to the markets for the wine.
The initial R4.5 million capital was used up in
starting the farm operation, and buying the
workers’ shares. The first small harvest came
in in 2007. Until now, Riebeek Cellars has
been buying the Highlands grapes and making
wines under the cellar’s own labels. The annual
running costs for the business - essentially, the
Highlands farm operation - is covered by the
sale of grapes.
The farm itself is run by one manager, and
has three full-time labourers working on it,
none of whom are shareholders, though. The
actual worker-shareholders are all in full-time
employment on other farms throughout the
valley, farms of which some are shareholders at
Riebeek Cellars.
After a decade, the business is still only breaking
even, says Bester, and hasn’t made enough
of a profit to pay out dividends to any of the
shareholders.

“

This isn’t because the business is

failing,” explains Boet Le Roux. “It’s
because the wine industry is in a slow
growth period. It’s hard to make money

”

in wine at the moment.
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But now the RVWP enterprise is bottling its
own wines, and has a plan to take the business
much wider. And that, all the shareholders
hope, will reap the profits that will start to make
a difference in workers’ lives.

At a crossroads
After a decade, the share price has increased,
according to RVWP company chair Anzill Adams.
But many of the partners are frustrated by the
fact that the business doesn’t yet make enough
of a profit to allow for distribution of dividends
to shareholders. For someone like workershareholder Jaftha Maerman (see From labourer
to manager-director on page 6), whose three
sons have all finished school and will soon have
outgrown the window of opportunity in which they
can complete their post-matric studies, delays in
money trickling through for education, for instance,
will be felt through the second generation.
The business can expand in two ways, according
to the directors: the RVWP can either buy more
land and increase the vineyard footprint and grape
yield; or they can march aggressively into the full
value chain.

“

The problem is that we don’t have

the money to buy more land, we would
need an additional grant from the state.
At the moment, land in this area costs
about R60 000 per hectare. And to then
establish vineyards, costs up to R150 000
The RVWP grapes
that have up until now
gone into the Riebeek
Cellars wines will
now be bottled in the
Partnership Vineyards
label and exported to
Europe and the UK.

per hectare.

”

Boet Le Roux

The partners recently had their eye on a nearby
farm, which was on the market. Zakkie Bester
says they wanted to buy it and add it to the
RVWP vineyard portfolio, but their application to
the state for money to make the purchase was
delayed to the point that the deal fell through,
and another buyer pipped them to the post.
Increasing the farm side of the operation would
allow the business to benefit more from scales
of economy of increased grape yields, but given
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that the margins are so small on grape sales, it
would still be hard to make enough of a profit
to trickle through to shareholders. This is why
Adams and his fellow directors argue that a
better strategy is to “unlock the ultimate value”
of the brand and the business by building value
through the entire supply chain.
The maiden wines from RVWP were bottled
in 2014 under the new Partnership Vineyards
label, and they were able to get this Chenin
Blanc onto SAA’s in-flight wine list this April,
which will give the label good exposure.
However, this is a once-off consignment
and to build the brand they need sustained
penetration of their target market.
The next step, then, is to begin exporting the
label abroad. The Riebeek Valley Empowerment
Partners (RVEP), which represents the 151
black worker-shareholders in the RVWP,
has teamed up with Origin Wine Services, a
bulk-wine exporter, which will distribute their
wines under the Partnership Vineyards label in
Europe and the United Kingdom.
Further to this, Origin and RWEP have set up a
joint venture marketing company to handle the
distribution in European countries that have a
history of supporting South Africa towards a
democratic dispensation and “still support the
South African dream”, according to Adams.
They haven’t agreed on the final name for the
joint venture yet, but in the mean time they’re
calling it “Newco” for “new company”.

The 2015 white, a Sauvignon and a Chenin,
could be the first to be bottled and sold through
Newco and Origin. The first red, a Shiraz, is
expected to hit the market in 2016.
Another plan is to make the empowerment
partners the majority shareholders of the
Riebeek Valley Producers Partners (RVPP). If the
RVEP, which already holds 40 percent of shares,
were to buy out their producer counterparts of
the RVPP’s 40 percent, explains Zakkie Bester,
this would place 80 percent of the company’s
shares in the hands of the workers. However,
to do this, the empowerment partners need to
access additional grant money from the state.
But once the business does start paying out,
how should the profits be distributed to the
shareholders, particularly the workers whose
lives these profits are intended to improve? This
is a question that the directors are also grappling
with. Some argue that they need to think of
different ways of rewarding the empowerment
shareholders, because cash payouts would
be too small to really benefit individuals if the
money is spread across 151 shareholders.

“

There are too many shareholders

(in the Riebeek Valley Empowerment
Partners

group)

for

individuals

to

benefit much from direct dispersal.
Once we have enhanced profit through
completing the value chain, we need to
put that money into healthcare, housing

“

The RVWP empowerment group will

own 51 percent of the shares in the new

and education for the benefit of the

”

whole community.

company, so 51 percent of profits from
everything sold through the venture will be

”

dispersed for the benefit of the workers.

Anzill Adams

Anzill Adams

One way of doing this is to put all profits into
a trust fund, and distribute for the greater
community’s benefit.
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But others, like Bester, argue that people need
to be able to see tangible returns through
payouts to individual members.

“

People are waiting for something, a

capital benefit. That’s why they decided
to be part of this project, for once in their
lives, these farm workers should get
something so they can buy a washing
machine, or a car, or build proper
schooling facilities for their kids. They
must know how it feels to be able to do

”

that for themselves.

Zakkie Bester

He warns against being too prescriptive in how
the community uses the returns it gets through
dividends.

From labourer to manager-director
Jaftha Maerman picks up a bunch of grapes that
are such a deep shade of purple, they’re almost
black. All round the Riebeek Valley, the harvest is
coming in, and this vineyard has been stripped
of its grapes. But one solitary bunch must have
fallen from a harvester’s basket, where it has
been lying hidden in the mulch beneath the vine.
“Ja, this is…” the 52-year-old peers closer, “…
this is Shiraz.”
After 28 years of working the vineyards of
nearby Vlakkenheuvel farm, outside Hermon,
the expert vine man could close his eyes and
tell, from a tasting, what variety a grape is:
Shiraz, Pinotage, Grenache, Sauvignon Blanc.
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Jaftha Maerman
RVWP empowerment director and assistant
vineyard manager at Vlakkenheuvel farm

When the RVWP concept was first being
hammered out by farmers who are shareholders
in the Riebeek Cellars company, Maerman
qualified to be offered shares. In his case,
the Vlakkenheuvel farm owner, Boet le Roux,
decided he would give shares to workers who
had ten or more years behind them on his
farm. A total of 11 people qualified, including
Maerman.
Maerman, who was born in the Hermon district,
has worked his way up from general labourer,
to assistant manager on the Vlakkenheuvel
farm, where 75 hectares of the 1 200 hectare
property is under wine grapes. The rest is for
grain and livestock grazing.

“

I always wanted to run my own
business, but it didn’t work out that

”

way.
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Jaftha Maerman

And yet, his leadership role in this empowerment
project is exposing him to the sharp edge of
the business side of farm management. As
a shareholder of the RVWP and member of
the Riebeek Valley Empowerment Partners
(RVEP), Maerman is now one of the five RVEP
directors. They work alongside the five directors
representing the growers’ partnership, the RVPP
(see organisational structure sidebar) to make
decisions on how to run the Highlands farm and
the RVWP business in general.

He understands their frustrations. If he were to get
money from the business, he’d put it towards getting
his three sons - Lynwill (27), Andre (22), and Jaydin
(20) - into college. Lynwill wants to go into teaching;
Andre and Jaydin want to become engineers.

“

That’s my main goal, to have my

kids study. But we don’t have money or
inheritance (to use for this). I want them to
have a better start.

“

I would also love to have my own home.

farm manager, for instance about taking

where people can come and visit me

We’ve learned a lot about how to

run a business. The five (empowerment)
directors discuss things with the Highlands
soil samples and when to fertilise. We
will look at the finances and see what

”

implements to buy or not.

Not on the farm, but (in town). One day
when I retire I want my own bit of land
any time of the day. Here on the farm it’s
difficult to get access (after hours, because

”

of security measures).

Jaftha Maerman

As a full-time assistant manager in the
Vlakkenheuvel vineyards, Maerman’s time is
taken up with his day job, as is the case with
all the other shareholders who are employed by
different Riebeek Cellars shareholder farmers
around the valley. So while the vineyards in his
care have just delivered their 2015 harvest to
the cellar, as an RVEP director, Maerman has
to ready himself for the empowerment project’s
annual general meeting.
And he expects it will be a tough one because
once again the directors have to manage the
151 shareholders’ expectations of the project,
which still hasn’t delivered dividends. Yes, he
says, smiling in empathy with them, they are a
bit frustrated at the lack of returns, but they’re
trying to get the wine into the bottle and then
they will see if that helps bring in profits.

Jaftha Maerman

It’s all about education
Skills transfer is critical if empowerment projects
are going to work, maintains Adams.
According to the Institute of Race Relations,
land reform efforts around the country have not
achieved their objectives, where between “73
percent and 90 per cent of land reform projects
(in South Africa) have failed”. This amounts to a
sum of about R30 billion spent by the state on a
process that has transferred “7 (million) hectares
of commercial farmland, most of which is no
longer in productive use”. Failed land reform
efforts undermine economic empowerment
efforts, poverty alleviation goals set up under the
National Development Plan, and also scupper
food security efforts.
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Adams maintains that land reform efforts in the
wine industry have largely met with the same
fate, and that a lack of skills and education lie at
the heart of this failure.
Education can take many shapes:

Mentoring and skills transfer
Success depends on partnerships, and the way
these allow for experienced farmers to share
their administration, business and farming
know-how with workers who may not have had
access to similar educational opportunities.

“

We’ve seen many empowerment

project failures (in the past) because
workers were left to their own devices.
You can’t expect a second economy
person to operate in a first economy
environment. Projects left to be managed
by people who may not understand the
complexity of farming, result in lost
financial investments, and lost hope,
too. If we are going to turn this around
we need to see what is required from a
soft management, soft issues point of
view, and here I’m convinced, it’s about

”

skills and skills and skills.

Peer to peer
Jaftha Maerman is willing to share what he’s
learned after 10 years of helping to start up
an empowerment project like this, as well as
his own experience as a vineyard manager.
Once the Partnership Vineyards brand is in the
market and well established the shareholders
of the RWVP need to share their experiences
of both their successes and failures with others
in the industry.

Formal Education
It may not be possible or realistic to send
workers off to tertiary agricultural institutions
to get formal qualifications, but the education
system could consider restructuring in order to
give recognition to workers who have years of
experience in farming practices.

“

You may have a scenario where a

worker has been tending to the grapes
or working in the wine cellar (for years).
Then the farmer’s son goes off to
university, he gets his degree, but who
mentors him when he comes back? His
father, but also that farm worker, who
doesn’t have any education, any degree
but has (years of experience).

Anzill Adams

Anzill Adams

Boet le Roux says he maintains ongoing training
with the staff on his farm - everything from how to
handle pesticides, to pruning and other vineyard
management techniques, tractor driving, and so
forth.
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If educational institutions found a way to
measure and certify experience-acquired
knowledge like this, through a “recognition of
prior learning” arrangement, workers would be
able to get certificates and possibly have more
tradable skills on the jobs market.
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The next generation
Getting workers’ children trained up formally in
vineyard management, winemaking, business
administration and the likes, will start a whole
new generation of wine farmer workers on a
more empowered course.

“

What the project has taught me is that

a sense of entitlement is not the way to
go. While the political context and history
are very important, understanding the
current economic realities and how to
move beyond it is more important. For
that we need to have skills, we need to
have networks, and relationships, and
partnerships.
For the first time I am convinced that we
have a land reform project here that works.

”

And it has to do with partnerships.

Anzill Adams

Why it works
Along with other longer-standing wine industry
empowerment projects such as the one at
Nelson’s Creek in the Paarl region, the Riebeek
Valley Wine Partners is one of the most longstanding empowerment models in the industry.
There are several reasons why those who are
part of it believe it is a success:

Equal partners

has resulted in shared commitment and
responsibility.

The right person for the job

“

You can’t put someone in a position
of leadership if they don’t have the
skills.

”

Boet le Roux

They have appointed managers who were
equipped for certain positions, rather than
because they were BEE partners.

Training, training, training
Partnership has allowed for ongoing
mentorship, training and skills transfer in many
areas of farming, wine making and business
management. “You can’t leave inexperienced
and uneducated workers in charge of a business
like this and expect them to compete at a ‘first
economy’ level. People need proper guidance,”
says Anzill Adams, who himself has benefited
from close mentorship by a few leaders in the
industry over the years.

What they’d do differently next
time
Ten years in, and the directors have this to say
about what they would do differently:

Too top heavy
You can’t run a business with 10 directors, argues
Boet le Roux. This high-level management
structure needs to be trimmed down.

Partnership has been key to this project’s
success, all agree, because equal investment
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Too bottom heavy
151 shareholders on the empowerment side,
another 20 shareholders on the producer side,
and Riebeek Cellars. With the current business
only breaking even from an income earned from
grape sales, any future dividends will be spread
too thin when payout comes. The margins are
already too tight on wine farming, in an industry
that has seen limited growth in the past decade.

“

Once the initial R4 million in capital was used
up, the financial limitations became restrictive.
Expanding into the value chain sooner might
have made the business profitable sooner.

“

This project can’t survive as a bulk

wine supplier, that’s the moral of the

There are currently too many

shareholders for such a limited
resource.

“

Find alternatives to the investment
limitations

”

Anzill Adams

story. We’ve tried, but it cannot. What
we have learned in the past 10 years is
that this project will only work if there is

”

a gain from the value chain.

Zakkie Bester

The BEE partners, who need to

benefit the most from payouts, should

”

be reduced to about 50.

Jaftha Maerman

Government needs to step up

“

We need government support in

order to expand the farmland. This part

“

of the business is too small to benefit

Future models should not have this

many shareholders for such a small
piece of land.

”

Zakkie Bester

151 shareholders. At the moment all
the pressure is on the partner growers
and the cellar to keep the project
afloat. Government must take on some

More training, sooner
Some of the education processes should have
been “fast-tracked”, and sooner; leaders should
have been identified earlier on in the process
and given the skills to take on the mantle of
responsibility.
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”

responsibility to help the project work.
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Zakkie Bester

RVWP Structure and basic information
RIEBEEK VALLEY WINE PARTNERS (RVWP)
•
•
•

Company, started in 2004
Business operation = Highlands farm
Company with a five member board and a
chairman (currently Anzill Adams)
After a decade, the business is breaking even

•

RIEBEEK CELLARS
•

Company, representing
29 wine farmers in
Riebeek Valley region
20% shareholder in
RVWP
Gained shares in
exchange for providing
the RVWP with cellar
facilities, winemaking
skills, and business and
administrative support
Currently buys grapes
from RVWP, but
now also bottles the
company’s new wines
under the Partnership
Vineyards label

•
•

•

HIGHLANDS FARM
•
•
•

An 80ha farm outside Malmesbury
56 ha are under vineyards
Currently sells grapes to Riebeek
Cellars, but now also bottles
under Partnership Vineyards label

RIEBEEK VALLEY
EMPOWERMENT
PARTNERS (RVEP)
•
•
•
•

•

Company, made up of
151 farm workers
Together, they hold 40%
of the RVWP shares
Represented by 5
directors, including
Jaftha Maerman
Received R4 million
from the state to buy the
Highlands farm, and to
buy shares for workers
They hope to buy
the RVGP shares in
time, becoming 80%
shareholders of the
RVWP

RIEBEEK VALLEY
PRODUCERS PARTNERS
(RVPP)
•

•
•
•

Company representing
the farmers who have
bought into the RVWP
through offering selected
workers shares in the
company, and assisting
them to buy the shares
Producers invested R4
million to become 40%
shareholders in RVWP
Represented by 5
directors
They provide training
and similar support
to the empowerment
partners

NEW JOINT MARKETING VENTURE (PROVISIONALLY CALLED NEWCO)
•

BEE company owned jointly by the RVEP and bulk wine exporters, Origin Wine Services

•

RVEP holds 51% of shares Newco, meaning RVEP’s 151 shareholders will get 51% of
Newco profits

•

Will export Partnership Vineyards wines, mostly to Europe and the UK
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